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1AOGS2010 in India (July 08, 2010)
The IUGONET project - Objectives
Purposes of this 6-year (2009-2014) project are:
 to develop a metadata database (DB) of the upper atmosphere (UA) 
data by ground based observation accumulated over 50 years since  -        
IGY by Japanese universities/institutes. 
 to promote effective use of the observational data spread across the 
institutes/universities which leads to interdisciplinary comprehensive,    ,  
studies of the UA.
 to investigate mechanism of long-term variation in the UA
*
Participating universities and research institutes
This project is supported by Special Educational Research Budget (Research Promotion), MEXT, Japan
 Planetary Plasma and Atmospheric Research Center, Tohoku University
 National Institute of Polar Research
 Solar Terrestrial Environment Laboratory, Nagoya University
 Research Institute for Sustainable Humanosphere, Kyoto University
 World Data Center for Geomagnetism, Kyoto University
 Kwasan and Hida Observatories, Kyoto University
 Space Environment Research Center, Kyushu University
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Svalbard： IS radar (EISCAT),





































ELF obs. (conjugate with 
Onagawa)
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e eor ra ar
WDC data magnetometer data, geomagnetic indices
Antarctica Low-mid lat. Equator Low-mid lat. Arctic
NIPR Kyushu Univ. Kyoto Univ. Tohoku Univ. Nagoya Univ.    
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Problem with databases
B University C UniversityA University
Geomag. data 
DB Solar data DB












Not impossible, but hard to reach the other disciplinary data!
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Database access through metadata DB
B University C UniversityA University
• Obs. time & loc.
• Instrument type
• Location of data file
• Data format
Contact
MLT radar data 
DB




























Easy to obtain various kinds of UA data from 
researchinstitutes/universities!





Other institutes and 
universities in Japan, 
Overseas researchers
Extension to satellite
Development to other 
Earth Science fields
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simulation data

















Virtual Information Center 
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Project Timeline
Task Y2009 Y2010 Y2011 Y2012 Y2013 Y2014 Detail
Virtual information System Normal System Construct the integrated  



















Design and develop the 






Ver.1 format Update & 
document
Release the format ver.1 








Programming Open to 
public 
Develop and release 
analysis softwares for UA 
data 
Maintenance&exte Maintenance  Incorporate non DB’d data
nsion of existing 
DBs of 
Observation data
of obs. DBs & 
exam. of non-
digital dataset
 -   
into the DBs
M t d t
Collecting Generate metadata in the
Effort focused on old data from  
Y2012 on




    




Release the metadata DB 
for community
      
Y2012 on
VIC extension to 
related fields
Wrap up the project and 
discuss further extension
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Design of metadata format
IUGONET metadata format = SPASE + modifications
What’s SPASE?(http://www.spase-group.org)
metadata format developed by 
international consortium to 
comprehensively describe research 
resources regarding heliospheric and 
magnetospheric satellite observations
 closely related to STP and upper atmosphere 
researches ( easy to use as a base format)
new metadata elements & words appendable 
( customizable according to our data )     
widely-used in VxOs ( possible metadata 
exchange in the future)
IUGONET’s modifications
 additional words to represent non-digital archives
 additional words to represent heliospheric coordinates
 new metadata elements to describe observation location & range




Metadata of Numerical Data
ResourceName: EAR standard tropospheric observation mode
ReleaseDate: 2010-04-12
Description: Zonal, meridional, vertical winds, beam echo intensity, and spectral width
data taken by the EAR operated in the standard …
Acknowledgement: If you acquire EAR data, we ask that you acknowledge us in …
Contact:







URL: http://www rish kyoto-u ac jp/ear/data/index html. . . . .
Format: NetCDF
…
 M t d t f i t t b t it l t de a a a o  ns rumen , o serva ory, person, repos ory a so crea e
 Each metadata file written in XML
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Development of MDB system




rototype o   system s e ng 
developed by an existing  
repository software (DSpace). keywor
d 
search
 able to register, search, collect, 
and provide metadata 
 able to handle arbitrary
Metadata list
    
metadata formats 
 free, and widely used (e.g. 
digital university repositories)  
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Development of analysis software
multiple, 
“stacked” plots
future image Development of analysis 
and quick-look software for 
our observation data has    
just started, in collaboration 
with the ERG Science 
Center.  
 The software will be 
produced with the THEMIS    
science Data Analysis 
(TDAS) IDL libraries and be 
functioned on the free IDL
GUI interface
     
Virtual Machine. 
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Summary
 The “IUGONET” project will develop a metadata DB to 
facilitate efficient use of the upper atmospheric data and       ,  
thereby to promote interdisciplinary, comprehensive 
studies.
 Current development status :
M t d t DB t i b i d l d th b i f DS– e a a a  sys em s e ng eve ope  on e as s o  pace. 
– Metadata format has been determined  - SPASE with some 
modifications.
– Analysis software will be developed with TDAS IDL libraries.
 The IUGONET metadata DB will surely contribute to 
promotion of many research projects (e.g. CAWSES-II 
Escience and informatics Asia oceanian MLT radar , -   
network, etc.)
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MLT radar workshop
Regional CAWSES-II MLT Radar Workshop
~ Singapore, 8 & 9 March 2010 ~
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(MU radar / Lidar)
Trivandrum Tirunelveli
Christmas Is.Singapore (Int’l WS)
anyaKolhapur Kodapa
Gadanki
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uc an  ar  e a e
* Open symbol : suspended or terminated 
 ra ar
Others
* Blue colored  : planned 
(VHF ST radar / VHF BLT radar)
(SuperDARN / Lidar)
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